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18 Homeland Complexity
Homeland security continues to tap National Guard talent and resources—from security contributions at the Group of Eight Economic Summit last year to the Republican and Democratic national conventions. Border security, however, is not an all-Guard-or-nothing scenario. The Guard’s participation has evolved as part of a framework implemented by U.S. Northern Command that selects those best-equipped to address potential threats.

22 Home Away From Home
As Guardsmen and other troops recover at Army or Veterans Administration hospitals nationwide, their families often struggle financially and logistically to be near them. Fisher House is one solution. With 32 locations throughout the country, Fisher House provides a real home near that family member as he or she recovers.

26 Fighting on Two Fronts
As World War I erupted, not one black Army regiment was allowed to see combat. But as the French needed troops and reluctant cooperation from the United States emerged, the 369th Infantry became one of the most famous regiments to fight in the Great War.
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